Realize the benefits of SAFe for you and your organization, starting today.

Resiliency is essential. And it happens through transformation - from how teams plan to how people work. But transformation isn't the goal, it’s just part of the story. Better outcomes are what matter.

See how SAFe Studio helps individuals and enterprises change sustainably and achieve outcomes like faster delivery, customer centricity, and higher employee satisfaction.

**For leaders**
Start your transformation with a clear path to success.
- Engage employees with just-in-time learning
- Hands-on tools for strategic activities (e.g. Value Stream identification, Lean Portfolio Management)
- Track transformation progress in one place (e.g. learner dashboards)
- Connect with peer change agents
- Quickly onboard new employees

**For employees**
Confidently own your role in the transformation, today and tomorrow.
- Easily access tools, assets and on-demand SAFe guidance specific to your role
- Succeed in your current role and prepare for your next one
- Bring classroom experience to life with the tools you will use everyday
- Stay up to date on your certification

To learn more, visit [scaledagile.com/safestudio](https://scaledagile.com/safestudio)

Typical results reported by enterprises using SAFe
SAFe Studio is your platform to unlock Agile at scale
SAFe Studio is built to integrate learning, practice, management tools, and community – everything SAFe Professionals and enterprises need to be successful.

**Employee access**

1. **Connect with experts globally**
   SAFe Studio is your hub to connect with the worldwide community of Practitioners in forums and Q&A pages.

2. **Curated learning experiences**
   Learn and grow with articles, podcasts, videos, and tailored playlists of content relevant to your role.

3. **Empower daily work**
   SAFe Studio provides collaboration tools for events like PI Planning, and resources like lean portfolio applications and toolkits/templates.

4. **Manage your transformation**
   See employee learning progress and what content they’re accessing.

5. **Drive enterprise improvements**
   Measure agile competencies to promote a continuous learning culture where the entire organization transforms.

6. **Easily scale practices**
   Quickly convert classroom experience to on-the-job practice – from the portfolio down to the team level.

7. **Localized content for global teams**
   Get options for everyone to learn SAFe by offering courses in more languages, and by providing mobile-friendly content.

**Agile leader access**

4. **Manage your transformation (continued)**
   See employee learning progress and what content they’re accessing.

5. **Drive enterprise improvements (continued)**
   Measure agile competencies to promote a continuous learning culture where the entire organization transforms.

6. **Easily scale practices (continued)**
   Quickly convert classroom experience to on-the-job practice – from the portfolio down to the team level.

7. **Localized content for global teams (continued)**
   Get options for everyone to learn SAFe by offering courses in more languages, and by providing mobile-friendly content.

The one online platform that teams use to learn and implement SAFe – from framework guidance to on-demand courses and role-based tools.

To learn more, visit scaledagile.com/safestudio